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A C*-algebra is called nuclear if there is a unique way of forming its tensor 
product with any other C*-algebra. Takesaki [17] showed that all C*-algebras 
of type I and all inductive limits of such algebras are nuclear, but that the 
C*-algebra C,*(G) generated by the left regular representation of G on P(G) 
is nonnuclear, where G is the free group on two generators. In this paper an 
extension property for tensor products of C*-algebras is introduced, and is 
characterized in terms of the existence of a certain family of weak expectations 
on the algebra. Nuclearity implies the extension property, and this is used to 
show that for a discrete group G, C,*(G) is nuclear if and only if G is amenable. 
An approximation property in the dual of a C*-algebra is introduced, and 
shown to imply nuclearity. It is not clear whether the converse implication holds, 
but it is proved that the known nuclear C*-algebras satisfy the approximation 
property. 
1. INTR~DuOTI~N 
Let A, B be C*-algebras and let A @ B denote their algebraic 
tensor product, so that an element of A @ B is an expression of the 
form x = Ci ai @ bi (a, ,..., a,,, E A, b, ,..., b, E B). In general, there 
is no way of giving the involutive algebra A @ B a norm which 
will make it a C*-algebra, but it is always possible to give it a norm 
which will equip it with all the properties of a C*-algebra except 
that of completeness. We call such a norm a C*-norm on A @ B. 
If iy is a C*-norm, we denote its value at the element x’ by I/ x IIJI , 
and we denote by A 0” B the C*-algebra obtained by completing 
A @ B with respect to 0~. 
There are two particular ways of constructing a C*-norm on 
A @ B. The first is due to Turumaru [20] (see also [21]). Let nrl , rr2 
be faithful representations of A, B on Hilbert spaces H, K respectively 
and define 
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where the norm on the right-hand side is the operator norm on 
the Hilbert space H @ K. We call * the spatial C*-norm on A @ B 
and refer to the C*-algebra .4 @J* B as the spatial tensor product 
of A and B. It is independent of the representations 7~~ and rz [21] 
and is the smallest C*-norm on ,-1 @ B [17]. 
If A, B do not have identity elements, denote by A, B the C*- 
algebras obtained by adjoining an identity (which we always call e) 
to ,4, B respectively. Let <y. be any C*-norm on A @ B, then by 
Lemma 1 of [l l] a can be extended to a C*-norm 01’ on ,q @ 8. 
For a in A, 6 in B we have 
II a 0 6 ila = II@ 0 e)(e 0 b)ll,, < II a 0 e lloL, II e 0 6 lld . 
Since the map a E+ a @ e is an isomorphism from A into A @a’ B 
we have 11 a @ e lla, = 11 a 11, and similarly 11 e @ b Ila, = // b (I. Con- 
sequently, 
II a 0 6 1101 G II a II II b II (u E A, 6 E B). (1) 
If OL = * then equality holds in (1) and since (by Theorem 2 of [17]) 
* is the smallest among the C*-norms on A @ B satisfying (l), it 
follows that for any C*-norm 01 
II u II II 6 II = II a $3 b IL d II a 0 b Ila d II a II II b II. 
Thus equality always holds in (I), in other words every C*-norm 
on A @ B is a crossnorm in the sense of Schatten [14]. 
We now describe another way to construct a (Y-norm on A @ B, 
due to Guichardet [7]. We say that {yl, ~LJ is a commuting pair of 
representations of A, B if qua , ~JJ~ are representations of A, B respectively 
on the same Hilbert space, such that 
v%(u) (PdN = %(Q d4 (u E A, 6 E B). 
Define a norm v on A @ B by 
where the supremum is taken over all commuting pairs of representa- 
tions of A, B. Then v is a C*-norm on A @ B. It is (fairly obviously) 
the greatest C*-norm on A @ B, and the C*-algebra A @” B has 
the following universal property: given any commuting pair of 
homomorphisms $1 , #Jo from A, B respectively into some C*-algebra 
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C, there is a homomorphism (which we call $i 0’ $a) from A 0’ B 
into C such that 
In particular, we may take C = a @* B and define &(a) = a @ e, 
&(b) = e @ b. Then $i @” ti2 is a homomorphism from A @” B 
into 2 @* B whose range is seen to be A @* B. We call this map 
the canonical homomorphism from A 0’ B onto A @* B. Its 
restriction to A @ B is the identity map, and it is an isomorphism 
if and only if the norms * and v are equal on L! @ B. 
Denote by A @’ B the projective tensor product of A and B, 
i.e., the completion of A @ B with respect to the norm (called the 
greatest crossnorm in [14]) 
This is not a C*-norm and A @*B is not a C*-algebra, but it is 
an involutive Banach algebra with an approximate identity so we 
can form its enveloping C*-algebra C*(A @^ B) [4; 2.7.21. Since the 
representations of A @*B are the same as those of A @“B, it 
follows that C*(A @ B) is canonically isomorphic to A @” B, and 
we shall identify them. (More generally, if A, B are Banach *-algebras 
with approximate identities, C*(A 0” B) is canonically isomorphic 
to C*(A) @” C*(B) (see [II] and [S]).) According to [4; 2.7.51 there 
is a bijective correspondence between the states of A @” B and those 
of A @ B, which in turn can be identified by a well-known process 
(see [14]) with bounded linear maps from A to B* (or B to A*). 
One of the main aims of this paper is to gain information about the 
state space of A @” B by examining these maps. 
We say that a C*-algebra A is nuclear if for any C*-algebra B 
there is a unique C*-norm on A @ B. This property was introduced 
by Takesaki [17] who called it property (T). Takesaki proved that 
a C*-algebra of type .Z is nuclear and that an inductive limit of nuclear 
C*-algebras is nuclear. Since * is the least C*-norm on A @ B 
and v is the greatest, it follows that A is nuclear if and only if the 
canonical homomorphism from A 0’ B to A @* B is an isomorphism 
for every C*-algebra B. In this paper, we give a sufficient condition 
for a C*-algebra to be nuclear and show that the known nuclear 
C*-algebras satisfy the condition. In this way, we derive new proofs 
of Takesaki’s results cited above. 
Suppose that A, B, C are C*-algebras with A C C. If 01 is any 
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C*-norm on C @ B, the restriction of SL to d @ B is clearly a C*-norm 
on ,3 @ B. If ,8 is a C*-norm on A @ B, there may or may not 
exist a C*-norm ,A on C (8 B whose restriction to A @ B is p. If 
there is such a norm we say that /? extends to C @ B. For instance, 
if /3 = * we take JL = * and it is easily seen that the restriction 
of a to d @ B is ,8; so the spatial C*-norm always extends. On the 
other hand suppose that p := v, and that there is a C*-norm on 
C @ B which extends /3. Then the restriction y of the norm v on 
C @ B to A @ B is also equal to p: for since v > a on C @ B it 
follows on taking restrictions to d!I @ B that y > /3. However, p is 
the greatest C*-norm on A @ B so y = /3 as required. Hence v 
(on A @ B) extends to C @ B if and only if it is the restriction of v 
(on C @ B) to A @ B. Another way of describing this situation is as 
follows: define maps ;, j from A, B respectively to zi @” B by 
i(a) = a (3 e, j(b) = e @ b. 
Then v extends from A @ B to C @ B if and only if i @“j is an 
isomorphism from A @” B into C @” B (in which case we write 
,4 @” B c C @” B). We prove that this is not always the case, and 
this provides a negative answer to a problem raised by Guichardet 
[8; Remark 5, p. 291: f or i and j are injective but i @“j need not be. 
Let A be a C*-algebra. We say that A has the extension property 
for v if the norm v on A @ B extends to C @ B for every C*-algebra 
B and every C*-algebra C which contains A. A nuclear C*-algebra 
has the extension property for v (since v = * for a nuclear C*-algebra, 
and * always extends). It seems probable that the converse implication 
also holds, but I have not been able to prove this. 
For a discrete group G denote by C,*(G) the C*-algebra generated 
by the left regular representation of G on the space P(G). Takesaki 
[17] showed that when G is the free group on two generators C,*(G) 
is not nuclear. We generalize Takesaki’s result by proving that 
C,*(G) is nuclear if and only if G is amenable. It is rather remarkable 
that the analogous result for locally compact groups is false, a fact 
which was pointed out to me by E. Effros: in fact if G is locally 
compact and amenable then C,*(G) is nuclear [8; Remark 2, p. 181, 
but the converse does not hold for there are groups (SL(2, C) for 
example) which are of type I but not amenable. 
In this paper we adhere in general to the notation and terminology 
of [4]. If E, F are Banach spaces we denote by dp(E, F) the Banach 
space of all bounded linear maps from E to F, by E* the dual Banach 
space of E and by j, the canonical injection from E into E**. We 
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write Y(E) for Z(E, E) and denote by 1 the identity mapping in 
Z(E). If x E E and x* E E*, we denote the action of x* on x by 
X*(X) or (x*, x). If A is a C*-algebra we identify A** with the 
enveloping von Neumann algebra of A [4; Section 121, which entails 
identifying A withj,(,4). If H is a Hilbert space, t E Z(H) and f is a 
projection in 9’(H), then t 1 f means the operator ftf acting on the 
Hilbert space f (II). 
2. COMPLETE POSITIVITY AND WEAK EXPECTATIONS 
Let Mn denote the algebra of complex n x n matrices. By 
identifying its elements with operators on an n-dimensional Hilbert 
space and using the operator norm we may consider 116, as a C*- 
algebra. It is generated as a linear space by the elements eii 
(i,j = 1, 2 ,..,) n) where eij is the matrix with a 1 in the (i,j)-position 
and zeros elsewhere. Given a C*-algebra A there is a unique norm 
on A @ M, which makes it a C*-algebra, since M, is nuclear [ 171. 
An element of A @ M, can be uniquely expressed in the form 
zi,i a.ii @ eii (Q E A). (In th is summation, as in all others in a similar 
context, the indices are summed from 1 to ~2.) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a C*-algebra. An element of A @ Mn is 
positive $ and only [f it is a sum of elements of the form Ci,i xi*xj @ eij 
( x1 ,..., x,~ E A). 
Proof. First observe that 
z Xi*Xj @ eij = (T ITi @ e,i)+ (C Xj @ elj) > 0, 
j 
so that a sum of elements of this form is indeed positive. 
Conversely, suppose that 3’ is a positive element of A @ M, , 
say y = X*X with x = ri,i xrj @ eij . Then 
y = x*.2’ = xii @ eii xkZ @ ekl 
> 
which is of the required form. 
Next we look at dual spaces. The dual of M, may be identified 
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with M,, by the order-preserving linear 
J?(x) = trace(as) 
isomorphism a of, given by 
We write fii for fc,, . Let =1 be a C*-algebra and let g E (A @ M,)*. 
Define gij in ,4 * by gij(U) = g(a @ eij) (U E d), then it is easy to 
verify that g = &j gij 0 fij . In this way we can identify (A @ M,)* 
with A* @ M, . Similarly, (A @ Mn)** can be identified with 
A** @ M, . With this identification, j,,, = iA @ 1 (where I is the 
identity map on Mn). Thus if E is either a C*-algebra or the dual 
of a C*-algebra, E @ Mn is also respectively either a C*-algebra 
or the dual of a C*-algebra and its dual is (canonically identified with) 
E* @ M, . We may identify an element x of E Q M,, with an n x n 
matrix (~~j) given by 
or 
as the case may be, and we write x = (xii). If x* = (xz) is an 
element of E* @ Mn then the action of x* on x is given by x*(x) = 
x$,j X~(X.~j)* 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ,4 be a C*-algebra, and let 
Then g is positive Z;t and only $ 
gg,j(X,*Xj) 3 0 (S1 ,..., GT, E A). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, g is positive if and only if 
g (z xi*xj @ eij) > 0 (xl ,..., xn E A) 
and by the definition of gij this is equivalent to the stated condition. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let each of E,F be either a C*-algebra or the 
dual of a C*-algebra and let T E 9(E, F). We say that T is completely 
positive if T @ 1 is a positive mapping from E @ Mn to F @ M, 
(n = 1, 2,...). 
In the case where both E and F are C*-algebras this is just the 
usual definition of complete positivity (cf. [16], [l]). We are more 
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interested in the case where either one or each of E, F is the dual 
of a C*-algebra, in which case the concept appears to be new. 
LEMMA 2.4. (i) If v in Y(A, B) is a homomorphism of C*-algebras 
then q is completely positive. 
(ii) If qi in 6P(A, , BJ is a completely positive mapping of C*- 
algebras for each i in some index set then SO is ei yi in 3’( @i A.i , @i BJ. 
Proof. (i) follows from the fact that 91 @ 1 is a homomorphism 
and hence positive; 
(ii) is obvious. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let each of E, F, G be either a C*-algebra or the 
dual of a C*-algebra. 
(i) If T in 9(E, F) is completely positive then so is TX in 
rY(F*, E*). 
(ii) If T in 9(E, F) and S in Z’(F, G) are completely positive 
then so is ST in OLp(E, G). 
Proof. (i) We want T* @I l(y*) to be positive for each positive y* 
in F* @ iIT% . Write y* = (y$), then T* @ l(y*) = (T*y$), which 
is positive if (T*y$)(+) >, 0 f or every positive x = (xij) in E @ M, . 
However, 
which is positive since x, T @ 1, and y* all are. 
(ii) is obvious. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If A is a C*-algebra then the mapsj,: A --f A**, 
j,*: A*** + A” are completely positive. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If A, B are C*-algebras and T E Z(A, B*) then 
T is completely positive if and only if 
g wi*%)(Y,*Y,) 2 0 
(x1 ,..., x, E A, y1 ,..., yn E B, n = 1, 2 ,... ). 
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Proof. In view of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, T is completely 
positive if and only if 
and this is equivalent to the condition given above. 
We now proceed to define the concept which will enable us to 
characterize those C*-algebras which have the extension property 
for v. Let A be a C*-algebra of operators acting nondegenerately on a 
Hilbert space H, with weak closure A~l. We say that 9 in 3(3’(H), 2) 
is a weak expectation for A if 
(i) 9) is completely positive, 
(ii) II v/I = 1, 
(iii) ~(1) = 1, 
(iv) v(atb) = av(t)b (a, b E A, t E .9(H)). 
DEFINITION 2.8. A representation rr (always assumed to be 
nondegenerate) of a C*-algebra ,4 has the weak expectation property 
(WEP) if there exists a weak expectation for n(A). A C*-algebra A 
has the WEP if every faithful representation of A has the WEP. 
A similar property was considered by Tomiyama [ 191. His definition 
of a C*-algebra of type (E) differs from the above only in that condition 
(iii) is replaced by the condition 
944 = a (a E ii). 
(Conditions (i) and (iv) then follow automatically from the other 
conditions.) A weak expectation q~ satisfies the condition 
944 = a (a E A) 
(by (iii), (iv) and [4; 1.5.81) so that Tomiyama’s condition appears 
only slightly stronger than ours, and it seems possible that techniques 
like those used in [9] might be used to show that the two properties 
are equivalent. We note also (without proof, since we do not use 
the fact) that condition (i) above follows from the weaker requirement 
that q be positive, given that the other conditions (ii)- hold 
(cf. [lo], [12]). We hope to explore these and similar questions in a 
forthcoming joint paper with E. Effros. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Let 7~~) rrz be representations of a F-algebra A. If 
n1 ,rz have the WEP then so does rl @ YT~ . 
Proof. For i = 1, 2 let TV act on the Hilbert space Hi and 
let vi: Y(HJ + ni(A) be a weak expectation. Let fi be the projection 
from H, @ Hz onto Hi . 
Consider first the case where 7~~ , 7~~ are disjoint. Then 
- - 
7Tl @n,(A) = T&4) @ n-&4). 
Since the map t tt t / fi is completely positive [16] so is the map 
t b yi(t j fi) by Lemma 2.5(ii). Thus the map q~ defined by 
9x0 = $4 I fi) 0 At I f2) (t E -wfl 0 f-4)) 
is completely positive by Lemma 2.4(ii), and its range lies in 
,ri @ n,(A). It is now straightforward to check that y is a weak 
expectation for nIT1 @ n,(A). 
Next, we deal with the case where n1 is unitarily equivalent to a 
subrepresentation of rr2: say u is an isometric map from H, to a 
subspace of H, such that 7rl(a) = u*rz(a)u (a E A). Then 
Tl @ 7$(A) = (fl @ t, : t, E n-,(A), t, = u*t,u}. 
In this case the required map is given by 
v(f) = U*%(t I au 0 At I .a (t E qff, 0 Hz)). 
Finally, in the general case there is a central projection p = p, @ p, 
in rTT1 @ n2(A) such that the restriction of r1 to p,(H,) is unitarily 
equivalent to a subrepresentation of the restriction of nTTz to p,(H,) 
and the restriction of nz to 1 - p, is unitarily equivalent to a sub- 
representation of the restriction of nTT1 to 1 -pi (one sees this by 
applying the Comparison Theorem to the projections fi , fi of 
7~~ @n,(A) (see [4; Section 5.21)). It is now a routine matter to 
combine the results of the previous two paragraphs to obtain the 
desired result. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let {TT~: i E I} be a family of representations of a 
F-algebra A. If each rri has the WEP then so does Biel rri . 
Proof. Suppose that, for each i in I, Z-~(A) acts on the Hilbert 
space Hi , let H = Biel Hi and r = oio, pi . For each finite subset 
J C I, let HJ = @ieJ Hi ( considered as a subspace of H) and let fJ 
be the projection from H onto HJ . By Lemma 2.9 (together with 
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an obvious induction argument) there is a weak expectation g?, for 
@id “i * Define ItJ in 9(2(H)) by IbJ(t) = qJ(t \fJ), then #J is a 
completely positive map of norm one with range contained in 
oisJ Z-~(A). Also #Jl) = fJ and 
With the set of finite subsets of I directed by inclusion, .(#J) is a 
directed net in the unit ball of 9(9(H)), which is compact in the 
topology of simple ultraweak convergence by [2; Chap. IV, Section 2, 
Theorem 1, Cor. 31. Let v be a limit point of the net. Then v is a 
weak expectation for r(A). 
PROPOSITION 2.11. If a representation 7~ of a F-algebra A has 
the WEP then so does any representation quasi-equivalent to 7~. 
Proof. Let nr be a multiple of a representation 7rTT2 of A. If nTT? 
has the WEP then so does nTT1 by Proposition 2.10. Conversely, suppose 
that 7rr has the WEP and let q1 be a weak expectation for n,(A). 
Let 7~r(A), re(A) act on Hilbert spaces Hr , H, respectively, so that 
H, is a direct sum of copies of Hz , and let f be the projection from H, 
onto one of these copies. For t in $P(HJ let t^ = t @ t @ *a* E YEa( 
Then the map ~a defined by &t) = v,(l) If is a weak expectation 
for n&A). 
The result now follows since two representations are quasi- 
equivalent if and only if a multiple of one is unitarily equivalent 
to a multiple of the other [4; 5.3.11. 
It is not at all clear whether the WEP passes to subrepresentations, 
in general. For this reason we consider only faithful representations 
in Definition 2.8. Tomiyama’s extension property does pass to 
quotients, and this makes it much easier to handle. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Let R, B be C*-algebras and let p be a positive linear functional 
on A @” B. As noted in Section 1, we can identify p with a positive 
linear functional on A @ B. According to [14] there is an isometric 
isomorphism f ++ T, from (A @‘B)* to 9(A, B*) [Z(B, A*)] 
given by 
T&W = f(a 0 b) [T,(W4 = f@ 0 @I (uEA, be@. 
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LEMMA 3.1. f is positive sf and only zf Tt is completely positive. 
Proof. 
(% ,-*., a, E A, b, ,..., b, E B, n = 1, 2,...) 
0 Cf(Uf*Uj @ b,*bj) > 0 
i,j 
O 1 Tf(Ui*Uj)(bi*bj) > 0 
iA 
[x Tf(bi*bj>(ui*aj) 2 01 
id 
and by Proposition 2.7 this is equivalent to T, being completely 
positive. 
LEMMA 3.2. The map p t-t T, gives an isometric afine correspond- 
ence between the set E(A Q” B) of states of A 0’ B and the set of 
completely positive maps of norm one in LY(A, B*) [Y(B, A*)] which 
is a homeomorphism when E(A 0’ B) has the weak*-topology and 
2(A, B*) [9(B, A*)] has the topology of simple weak*-convergence. 
Proof. It only remains to prove the last assertion. Suppose (pi> 
is a directed net in E(A @” B). Then (since the pi and p all have 
norm one) 
bl ,..., a, E A, b, ,..., b, E B, n = 1, 2,...) 
0 da 0 b) -+ da 0 b) (uEA,bEB) 
- T,,(W) -+ T&)(b) K$w - ~swl 
o TOi -+ T, (simple weak*). 
We say that p in E(A @“B) is the state associated with T in 
L?(A, B*) [=Y(B, A*)] if T = T, . 
THEOREM 3.3. A C*-algebra has the extension property for v if 
and only sf it has the WEP. 
Proof. Suppose that A acting nondegenerately on the Hilbert 
space H is a C*-algebra with the extension property for v. The map 
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xi ai @ bi w xi aibi extends (by the universal property of v) to a 
representation rr of --1 0” -4’ on H. By the extension property we 
may regard rZ @” d’ as a subalgebra of Y(H) 0’ ,-I’ (see the remarks 
on the extension property in Section 1). Thus by [4; 2.10.21 there is 
a representation + of Y(H) @” A’ on a Hilbert space K 1 H such 
that 
77(x) = 73(s) 1 f (x E d @’ A’) 
where f is the projection from K onto H. In particular, 
i3(a @ b)c$ == abf (a E d, b E J’, 5 E H). 
For t in L?(H) define y(t) in Y(H) by 
Then ~(1) = 1, 11 v 11 = 1 and by [16] v is completely positive. For 
t in L?(H), b in A’ and [ in H we have 
Thus p)(t) E A” = A. A similar computation shows that 
and so q is a weak expectation for A. -4pplying the foregoing argument 
to each faithful representation of A, we see that A has the WEP. 
To prove the converse implication we suppose that A has the 
WEP and that B, C are C*-algebras with A C C, and we wish to 
show that A @” B C C @” B. We remark first that it will be sufficient 
to show that A @” B C D @” B for some C*-algebra D 2 C. For 
then the restriction of the v norm on D @ B to C @ B gives a 
C*-norm cy on C @ B whose restriction to A @ B is the v norm 
for A @ B, and this implies A @” B C C @” B (see Section 1). 
Suppose then that A C C and that C acting on H is the universal 
representation of C [4; Section 121, then A can be identified with 
A** and there is a weak expectation v: 9(H) --+ A** for A. By the 
above remark, it will be sufficient to show that A @” B C 8(H) @” B. 
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Given a completely positive map T of norm one in .=.%‘(A, B*) define 
T in 2(9(H), B*) by 
f- = IS *T”” 9). 
Then P is completely positive by Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.6, 
has norm one, and extends T (since jrr*jB* is the identity map on 
B* and F is the identity on A). 
Given p in E(.A 0’ B) let 0(p) be the state of -Y(N) 0” B 
associated with the map TP. Then 
D(p)@ @ b) = ~&z)(b) = T,(a)(b) == ,~(a @ b) (u E 4, b E B). 
Thus @(P) o $ = /-I w h ere I/J is the canonical homomorphism from 
A @” B into 9(4(H) @” B. If x E A 0’ B and #(x) = 0 then p(x) = 0 
(P E JYA 0’ B)) an d so x = 0. Hence 4 is injective and as observed 
in Section 1 this is equivalent to saying that A 0’ B C 9(H) 0’ B. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.4. A C*-algebra A is nuclear if and only ;f every 
completely positive map of norm one from B to A” [A to B*] can be 
approximated in the topology of simple weak* convergence by completely 
positive maps of norm one and jinite rank, for every C*-algebra B. 
Proof. Let A, B be C*-algebras and let # be the canonical 
homomorphism from A @” B onto A @* B. Every state of A @* B 
can be identified with a state of A 0’ B which vanishes on #-l(O), 
and A will be nuclear if and only if every state of A @” B is of this 
form (for every B). 
Suppose A acts nondegenerately on H, B on K, and A @* B on 
H @ K. By [4; 3.4.21 (together with [4; 2.4.31 if A or B has no 
identity) E(A @* B) is the weak*-closed convex hull of the set of 
vector states given by unit vectors of the form 
1 Ei 0 Ti(tl 3..*, Lz E H, rll ,-.., yn E K, n = 1, 2 ,... ). 
But if p is given by 
then 
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SO that T,(b) = 2j.k Wljma (B) wBj5,: , i.e., T, is of finite rank. It follows 
from Lemma 3.2 that if ,g is nuclear then every completely positive 
map of norm one in 9(B, ,+l*) n-ill have the required approximation 
property. The same proof works equally well if we are considering 
maps in dip(A, B*). 
We now prove the converse result. For f in 8*, g in B* the linear 
functional f @ g on d @ B is continuous for the spatial C*-norm, 
in fact by [8; Proposition 81 
lfO&)l < IlfilIlgIIll~~li~ (s E il cg B). 
Given p in E(A @” B) such that 5?p is of finite rank in 6p(B, A*) 
we must have 
T#J)(4 = cf&> &(4 (UEA, bEB) 2 
for some fi ,..., f, in A*, g, ,..., g,, in B*, i.e., p = Ci fi @gi on 
A @ B. It then follows that p is continuous for the spatial C*-norm 
on A @ B; consequently p vanishes on #-l(O) in A @” B. Thus if 
the approximation property in the statement of Theorem 3.4 holds, 
it follows from Lemma 3.2 that the set of states of A @” B which 
vanish on $-l(O) is weak*-dense in, and hence equal to, E(A @” B). 
By the remark at the beginning of the proof this means that A is 
nuclear, as required. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A C*-algebra A has the completely positive 
approximation property (CPAP) if the identity mapping on A* can 
be approximated in the topology of simple weak*-convergence by 
completely positive mappings of norm one and finite rank. 
THEOREM 3.6. A C*-algebra with the CPAP is nuclear. 
Proof. Suppose that A has the CPAP and {&) is a directed net 
of completely positive maps of norm one and finite rank in Z’(A*) 
with simple weak*-limit 1. If T is a completely positive map of 
norm one from a C*-algebra B to A*, the net {&T} satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 3.4. Hence A is nuclear. 
We next show that a C*-algebra of type I has the CPAP. For 
this we need the following lemma (which is probably known although 
I cannot find a reference for it). 
LEMMA 3.7. If R is a von Neumann algebra of type I, there is a 
directed net (vi} of ultraweakly continuous projections of norm one from 
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R to Jinite-dimensional subalgebras, with pi + 1 in the topology of 
simple ultraweak convergence. 
Proof. Throughout this proof and the following one we use 
“projection” to mean “ultraweakly continuous projection of norm 
one”. Since R is of type I it can be expressed in the form R = 
@a (Z, 6% -WL)) w h ere each Z, is a commutative von Neumann 
algebra and @- denotes a tensor product of von Neumann algebras 
[3; Chap. III, Section 31. If ?‘ol is a projection from Z, @- P(H,) 
onto a finite-dimensional subalgebra ME , then vol extends in an 
obvious way to a projection (which we still call ?J from R to M, . 
By considering finite sums of the form qal + se* + TV, (for distinct 
q ,...) cy,,) one easily sees that if Z, @- 2(H,) satisfies the conclusion 
of Lemma 3.7 for each 01, then so does R. Thus it suffices to prove 
the result in the case where R = Z @- Z(H) where Z is a com- 
mutative von Neumann algebra. We consider first the cases (a)R = Z 
and (b)R = L?(H). 
(a) Let Z = C(S) where S is hyperstonean. For any finite 
decomposition A of S into disjoint open and closed subsets Sj 
(1 < j < n) let pj be a normal probability measure with support 
in Sj and let Xi in Z denote the characteristic function of Si . Set 
9Jdf) = c Pdf) xi (f E Z), 
then P)~ is a projection from Z onto a finite-dimensional subalgebra; 
with the finite decompositions of S ordered by refinement we have 
yd(f) --f f in norm for any f in Z. 
(b) Let 5 denote the family of all finite-dimensional subspaces 
of H, ordered by inclusion. For N in 9 let eN be the projection 
from H onto N and define &t) = e,te, (t E Y(H)), then QI~ is a 
projection onto a finite-dimensional subalgebra of -Y(H). Since 
eN + 1 ultrastrongly, e,te, -+ t ultraweakly, as required. 
Now let R = Z @- .2’(H). The map ~~ @ vN on Z @ 2(H) 
extends by [18] to a projection P)~ @- P)~ from R onto a finite- 
dimensional subalgebra. We have 90 @- P)N = (yA @ I)(1 @- P)N), 
and the map 1 @- P)~ is given by 1 @- &a) = aN (a E R), where 
a N = (1 @ eN) a(1 @ eN). 
Since 1 @ eN + 1 ultrastrongly, this shows that 1 @- yN -+ 1 in the 
topology of simple ultraweak convergence. Also, aN can be identified 
with a finite matrix [zij] of elements of Z, and vA @ l(a,) = [P)~(z~~)] 
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so that v4 @ l(a,) + aN ultraweakly. Let a(‘),..., atn) E R and let IT 
be an ultraweak neighbourhood of 0 in R. We can choose N so that 
0.) 
aN 
- a”‘E gq1 < I’ < rz) and then d so that pjd @ l(ui;“) - a1;” E $Y. 
Thus 
which shows that the net (cpj @- qN} has a subnet converging to 1 
in the topology of simple ultraweak convergence. This completes the 
proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. -4 C*-algebra of type I has the CPAP. 
Proof. Since A ** is a type I von Neumann algebra, Lemma 3.7 
says that we can choose a net {vi} of projections in 9(,4**) of finite 
rank such that qi + 1 in the topology of simple ultraweak convergence. 
Since F.~ is ultraweakly continuous (equivalently, weak* continuous), 
yi is the adjoint of the map #i in Z(A*) given by #i = j,,,*~~*j~*. 
Thus lcli is completely positive with norm one and finite rank and 
z,$ -+ 1 in the topology of simple weak* (in fact, weak) convergence, 
so that A has the CPAP. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If the C*-algebra A is an inductire limit of 
C*-algebras Ai each of which has the CPAP, then A has the CPAP. 
Proof. Given a, ,..., a, in A, fi ,..., fin in the unit ball of A* and 
E > 0 we can find an index i and elements a,‘,..., an’ in the unit 
ball of Ai such that 11 ujj - ap’ (/ < l /3 (1 < p < n). Let h denote 
the inclusion map from Ai into A, then X* is a completely positive 
map of norm one from A * to di* (in fact, X* is just the restriction 
mapfbf 14. S ince di has the CPAP we can find a completely 
positive map Q in .Z(&*) of norm one and finite rank such that 
Also, A, is nuclear by Theorem 3.6 so it has the extension property 
for v and hence the WEP by Theorem 3.3. Thus by considering the 
universal representation of A we see that there is a completely 
positive map $ of norm one from A** to At* whose restriction to Ai 
is the identity (more accurately, +(j,.,(a)) = jAi(a) (u E A,)). 
Now define y in Z(A*) by 
v = j,4***i,4:voX*, 
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then y is completely positive of norm one and finite rank. For 
1 <p<nandl <q<m, 
since #jAap’ = jAia,,‘. Hence 
I(vfq - f, , a,‘>1 = l<~J*f, - h*f, , a,‘>1 < 43 
and so, bearing in mind that l\fg 11 < 1 and 11 up, - up’ /I < e/3, we 
see that 
This shows that 1 in Y(A*) can be approximated in the topology 
of simple weak* convergence by completely positive operators of 
norm one and finite rank, as required. 
The previous two propositions show that all the known nuclear 
C*-algebras have the CPAP, and it is tempting to conjecture that 
the CPAP characterizes nuclear C*-algebras, also that it is equivalent 
to the WEP. 
4. GROUP C*-~~LGEBRAS 
Let G be a discrete group. For s in G define a unitary operator u, 
on Z2(G) by 
up(t) = Apt) (x E Z*(G), t E G). 
Let C,*(G) be the C*-algebra generated by {u,: s E G} and let C*(G) 
denote the group C*-algebra of G, i.e., the enveloping C*-algebra 
of the involutive Banach algebra Z’(G). We identify a state o of C*(G) 
with a function of positive type on G by writing (z(s) for a(~,) (s E G) 
and observe that the weak*-topology on E(C*(Gj) corresponds to 
the topology of pointwise convergence in Z*j(G) [4; Section 131. 
Recall that G is amenable if and only if C,*(G) = C*(G) [5]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If G is amenable then C*(G) has the CPAP. 
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Proof. Write A = C*(G). By [4; 18.3.61 we can find a net [uJ 
of functions of positive type on G with finite support such that 
ai -+ 1 in the topology of pointwise convergence in /?(G) (1 is the 
function in I”(G) which is identically equal to l), and we may assume 
that each ui is a state of il. 
For 0 in E(A) the map p E+ per on E(A) (see [4; 13.4.91) extends 
by linearity to a well-defined map T, in Y(A*). We show that T, 
is completely positive and has norm one. It is then easy to see that 
Tui has finite rank and tends to 1 in the topology of simple weak* 
convergence, which is what we want. 
To see that T, is completely positive it suffices by Proposition 2.2 
to prove that if fij E A* (i,j = 1, 2,..., n) and &fij(xi*xi) > 0 
(x1 ,... , X, E /l), then xi,j T~fij(“i*xi) > 0. Furthermore, it is suffi- 
cient to do this when xi is of the form z:, XiSu, , where the summation 
is over some finite subset of G. Also, we can write fij as a linear 
combination of four states of A, say fii = & cwijkpijk . Thus we can 
assume that 
for every choice of scalars h, , and we need to show that 
Consider the matrix [u(s-lt)] where S, t run through the finite subset 
of G involved in the above summation. It is positive since u is of 
positive type, and is therefore a sum of positive matrices of rank 
one, which have to be of the form l-/$p!] (pS E C). Thus we may write 
u(s-9) = C,fl&,, , and so 
i,,Fs t aijkAisXjtPij7dS-1t) 4-lt) 
9 , 
as required. 
Now consider the map T,* in L?(A**). It is positive and is easily 
seen to leave the identity fixed, so by [13; Cor. 11 it has norm one. 
Hence 11 T, 11 = 1. This completes the proof. 
It would be interesting to know whether the converse of Proposi- 
tion 4.1 holds, also whether the result is true for locally compact 
groups. 
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THEOREM 4.2. For a discrete group G, C,*(G) is nuclear $ and 
only if G is amenable. 
Proof. If G is amenable then C,.*(G) is nuclear by Proposition 4.1 
and Theorem 3.6. This result was obtained by Guichardet [S], who 
remarked that it also holds for locally compact groups. As noted in 
Section 1, the converse implication can fail for a locally compact 
group. 
To prove the converse implication we use a well-known argument 
of Schwartz [15]. Suppose that C,*(G) is nuclear. Then it has the 
extension property for v so by Theorem 3.3 there is a weak expectation 
v for C,*(G) (acting on Z2(G)). For f in Z”(G) define iWf in Z(l”(G)) by 
iUp+) = f(s) x(s) (s E G, x E Z*(G)) 
and for t in G define the left translatef, off by ft(s) = f (t-Q). Then 
Mr, = urMfu,*. Let 6 denote the function in 12(G) which takes the 
value 1 at the identity element of G, zero elsewhere, and for t in G 
define o1 in C,*(G)’ by VEX = x(d) (s E G). Then vu1 is unitary and 
v,B = u,*S. Define a linear functional p on Z”O(G) by 
Then 
Thus p is a left-invariant mean on Z”(G) and so G is amenable. 
We remark in conclusion that there is an obvious resemblance 
between the CPAP and Grothendieck’s metric approximation property 
[6]. It seems possible that there may be some mathematical connection 
underlying this superficial similarity, and that C*-algebras may be 
a fruitful area in which to study the metric approximation problem. 
S. Sakai even conjectures that C*(G), where G is the free group 
on two generators, may be an example of a Banach space which 
does not satisfy Grothendieck’s approximation property, and hence 
of a Banach space without a basis. 
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